Logistics News: New Life for AGVs in Distribution?

Labor Concerns, Major Technology Advances, Opening New Applications for AGVs in the DC

SCDigest Editorial Staff
Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) have been
around for several decades, but traditionally have
not found a strong place in distribution operations.
Most deployments of AGV systems have been in
manufacturing environments. As recently as 2006,
according to statistics from the Material Handling
Institute of America (MHIA), only one of the 102
AGV system deployments in the US was in a purely
distribution center application (see graphic below).
AGVs are battery-driven, unmanned vehicles that
have been transporting material and product for
over 50 years - in a sense a form of simplistic robot. The aim is simple: replace human operators
using traditional material handling equipment such
as fork trucks or pallet jacks with an automated vehicle to move the same load.
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An emerging operational vision might
be to focus associates on the task that
only they can do, and look for automation to handle the trassport task of
moving materials long distances across
the DC.
The primary issue with AGVs for distribution has
been a lack of actual and/or perceived flexibility. In
manufacturing, movement paths are often very
static and repetitive, and thus very well suited to
traditional AGV technology. Distribution centers,
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almost by definition, are much more dynamic with
variable movement paths.
In addition, because AGVs have rarely been deployed in distribution, most logistics managers simply aren’t aware of the potential, and do not have
much understanding of the equipment or applications, meaning AGVs have simply not been in the
solution mix under consideration for the DC.

Several AGVs providers, such as Jervis B. Webb, have
introduced new AGV systems for automated trailer
loading and unloading, using new sensors and control
systems that enable them to much more flexibly deal
with pallet handling issues inside the trailer.

Distribution Center Applications

However, growing concern about labor and demographic trends in combination with recent technology advances are breathing new life into AGVs in
distribution.

Moving forward, as this technology advances, we could
well see fewer lift trucks running around DCs and more
robotic automation, and perhaps a step closer to highly
automated distribution operations.

Laser-guided systems have increased overall AGV
flexibility, as have new control systems capabilities.

Likely applications for this type of AGV technology in
distribution include:

For example, Seegrid Corp. has added optical capabilities to its line of “industrial robots” (AGVs)
that increase the flexibility of movement paths and
increase safety. Using the optics and other sensors,
the software in Seegrid’s robots builds a 3D map of
its operating environment. As a result, the robots
can generate their own “guide path” for the movement of materials from different points in the DC –
and with much less restrictive tolerances for making
those moves than traditional AGV technology.
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By now, many have seen the technology from Kiva
Systems, in which a class of AGVs hold pallets of
product, and flexibly deliver those goods to stationary pickers for piece or case picking. As a result,
any product can go to any operator at any time to
fill any order.
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Unit load/pallet movement from receiving to
putaway drop areas
Unit load/pallet movement from drop areas to staging locations
Unit load/pallet movement from reserve to forward
pick drop zones
Unit load pallet movement of materials to postponement/work order processing areas
Unit load pallet movement of materials from work
order processing areas to staging
Replacement of pallet jacks for case picking with
automated movement via AGVs
Case and piece picking in which the goods are automatically delivered to stationary pick stations
Transport of mix-SKU pallets from shrink wrap area
to staging
Automatic trailer loading and unloading.
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An emerging operational vision might be to focus
associates on the task that only they can do – loose
case picking, pallet putaway/section into/from pallet
storage wrack, etc. – and look for automation to
handle the transport task of moving materials long
distances across the DC.
This article is based in part on a white paper written
by SCDigest on AGVs in distribution. To download a
copy of that white paper, go here: New Life for
AGVs in Distribution? (http://www.scdigest.com/
ContentAccess.php?cid=1683).
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